New or Enhanced Subscriptions:

**Practical Law Canada**

Effective January 1, 2019, Faculty and students have free access to Practical Law Canada. “An excellent complement to your course materials, Practical Law Canada’s annotated standard documents and clauses, practice note overviews, checklists, and more are created and maintained by our dedicated in-house lawyer-editors” Access is available directly with the academic user’s OnePass.

**TaxFind**

“TaxFind has been redesigned from the ground up, offering the high-quality content that users have long known and depended on, but now with an intuitive and responsive interface that allows them to explore the world’s richest repository of Canadian tax analysis more quickly and easily than ever before” (e.legal password required)

The Library has purchased a licence to the statistical software SPSS. It is available on **Computer 15** in the Library’s Info Commons (at a low desk, next to the emergency exit and a screen reader). The Map and Data Library at Robarts runs [workshops on SPSS](mailto:law.infoexpress@utoronto.ca).
New Canadian Law Journal Tables of Content:

Cdn Journal of Criminology & Criminal Justice, vol 60(4) (Oct 2018)
Canadian Journal of Economics, vol 51(4) (Nov 2018)
Canadian Public Administration, vol 61(3) (Sept 2018)
Review of Constitutional Studies, vol 22(3) (October 2017)
University of Toronto Faculty of Law Review, vol 74(1) (Winter 2016), vol 75(1) (Fall 2016), vol 75(2) (Winter 2017), vol 76(1) (Winter 2018)

Law Faculty Scholarship

Anna Szot-Sacawa, our Circulation Supervisor has proudly exhibited recent Faculty of Law scholarship in our beautiful new display case, located on the main floor of the Bora Laskin Law Library.

Librarians on the Leading Edge Conference
November 30, 2018, Osgoode Hall Law School

Law librarians from York and UofT organized a one-day workshop focusing on topics that are trending in Canadian law schools; how they are impacting law libraries and how libraries can address many of these issues.

We would like to especially thank Professor Benjamin Alarie for his insightful session on the impact of Artificial Intelligence on legal education and academic law libraries. He was a fan favourite for sure!

On Demand Research Assistance

If you are in need of short-term research assistance, we have a roster of highly competent RAs "On Demand". Please send your request to InfoEXPRESS.

Please note that the RAs are paid out of the faculty member's research funds.
The Casebook Project

Images of title pages, tables of content, notes, editorials and any additional original content provided by the author, are being captured and being made accessible in the Bora Laskin Law Library Casebook Collection on the Internet Archive. To date, 4,739 titles are available; we expect the final count to be about 5,000 casebooks. The full original print copies of these materials are retained by the University of Toronto Libraries and may be requested on demand.

The Casebook Project is made possible through the generous sponsorship of The University of Toronto Libraries and in partnership with the Internet Archive.

A big thank you to library staff members Bonnie Thompson, Anna Szot-Sacawa, who spear-headed this project and to all her Student Library Assistants for many hours of diligence and commitment to this important access to information initiative.

Happy Retirement

After 41 years of devoted service, our colleague and dear friend Nancy Chung retired from the Bora Laskin Law Library on December 21, 2018. We miss her already and wish her only the very best.

Welcome Back

Gian Medves, our Chief Law Librarian is now back from his six-month Research Leave. Thank you to John Bolan, who stepped in to lead the Bora Laskin Law Library in the interim.

It is time to start brushing up your poetry skills for the @laskinlawlib Second Annual Poetry Competition (not just limericks this time). Details to follow.